


























Simple Range Selection

Volts Input Range    Install 
+10   to -10           S4
+5    to -5            S3
+2.5  to -2.5          S2
+1.25 to -1.25         S1

+10   to  0            S3
+5    to  0            S2
+2.5  to  0            S1

The BAT54S Diodes have a VF = 0.3V
which will allow an output of the previous
op amp stage of {5.6V to -0.4V} and will
limit the DPOT input to {3.0V to -0.25V}.

Unipolar: 2.5V to 0V
Bipolar: 1.25V to -1.25V

-2.55 to -2.45
OR

-0.05 to +0.05
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Install shorts in the rectangles for Category 5
crossover interconnections.

Install shorts in the circles for Traditional
pin to pin interconnections.






